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About This Game

Cubway is a journey with an abstract story of lifecycle of rebirth, called Samsara. Guide the cube through the long way full of
dangers and difficulties, visit many interesting and mysterious places.

Mechanics of the game are concentrated around different types of interaction with the obstacles. Some of them are finding
correct spot to overcome the obstacles, blowing them, correct timing of your movement, avoiding dangers, changing your
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movement directions by the switchers and many more.

All this is accompanied by beautiful background arts that tell an abstract story, unique animations, minimalistic graphics,
different astonishing effects, and relaxing ambient.

•55 different levels
  •3 Alternative Endings

•Several game mechanics
•Elegant and stylish design

•A lot of obstacles and unique animations
•Astonishing effects of rain, slow motion, change of day and night and many others

•Atmospheric ambient by the Composer SiJ
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Title: Cubway
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Armnomads LLC
Publisher:
Armnomads
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2016
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This game might provided some good experience though, but it didn't afford clear tutorial. Additionally, I thought that I prefer
using it on smart phone rather than playing on PC platform.. Gentle paced point n click with some interesting humour and
ambience.

A few minor annoyances and a little short but overall an enjoyable experience and will definitely buy the next act.. Refunded it,
Steep goes free on Uplay, Thanks Ubisoft :D. Nice indie game.. Waste of money, one of the worst WWII games, a few missions
and a crap multiplayer, not worth even 75% the price!. This unit is a great loco. A very nice addition to a nice route. It has a
character all to itself. It's got great texture and stands out on Donner. It's a 9.8 out of 10 loco. The only flaw is it stands out to
much.. loads of fun!

You can spend hours playing this without realising, just trying to beat your high score.. Broken Game.
Gets to 45% loading and then just sits and sits and sits some more.
Looks like a Facebook game anyway.
. Best game 420/10 would shave a wiener onto a mans face again.
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Not sure why it has so many negative reviews but i love this game. buy resources, design input and output conveyor belts for
refinement machines, take what you produce and either sell, send through for another round of refinement or combine it with
either other raw materials or other things youve refined to various levels to make an assortment of different things to sell. its not
very long or super duper complex, but thats why i like it. despite the number of items and combinations its relatively easy to set
up a working factory and watch it operate smoothly, or have fun just trying to control the self inflicted chaos.. Game is good.
Devs are super nice (especially that one)
Lots of strategies with the large selection of attacks available at the moment.
Lots of fun with friends.

I recommend this game because there's so much potential, it's not even fully done and I'm having a lot of fun.. ITS THE BEST
for 2d picture, the only one I found that let you play with the position and zoom on the picture while in a wall slideshow, you
can change picture left and right with controller physical button but also move them in any direction with the VR controller. best
of both world.

Positive: simple, easy, load all the folder pic at the start, so realtime and fast picture switching.

negative: interface need visual polishing,

Big negative: No way to search for picture folder in interface, you need to copy the folder location adresse in windows and then
use the paste button in the VR interface. it only load the picture in the selected folder not subfolder, would not be a problem it
you could change folder in the VR interface.

I have WMR odyssey plus, zoom button work but a little bit buggy but work, ( I use driver that force simulate vive wand ) the
rest is perfect

Suggesiton:

would be nice to be able to zoom in and out with the Vr controller position (idea: hold right trigger to move picture and left
trigger to zoom with both controller mouvment ?)
Could be nice to be able to move around with the joystick of WMR or the slide pad, could be made for zoom and position too..
Grand Marshal Kim Jon Un commands you to buy this.
Dont make me space nuke your♥♥♥♥. Video of my first impressions and control issues: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eGIWUv9UhBE&feature=youtu.be

My playtime is so low because I could barely play this due to control issues:
The mouse does not lock onto the game screen, so once the mouse reaches the window edge you are unable to keep looking
around. The mouse is also visible the entire time you are playing and moving around.

I was unable to get my xbox controller to work even though there are control maps in the options.

Other than control issues, the game seemed interesting. I beat the first level and made it to the second.
The premise is that you need to destroy the MRSA virus with some kind of pill gun (left click), while simultaniously destroying
cholesterol with a lasor (right click). Graphics are not super fine, but I found them appealing. The second stange looked really
neat, so I'll give them that.

Audio is about average, with funny dialogue spoken every once in a while.

If the dev could fix the control issues, I would have been interested enough to play more. But as it stands (and at $10), I cannot
recommend.. This is quite literally the best game of all time. Its like injecting LSD straight into your scrotum via a giant novelty
syringe that has been converted into a beerbong\/crackpipe with a needle consisting in its entirety of a length of pcp soaked
mary jane.. Major improvements over the last game and a very cool twist to the rogue-like genre. I hope to see the devs expand
upon the monster-possessing skill even further. It adds an element of strategy I haven't seen before in the genre.. Great game,
worth the money. Lots of potential, but I already like it in it's current state. When I see the multiplayer trailer I'm already getting
excited. Levels are actually pretty hard until you get it. Now I've cleared all easy levels with the exception of farm. And I cleared
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all the normal levels with the exception of stash house, neighborhood, and mansion (I got shot in front of the car).. Funny game
����❤. I was hesitant to buy it, because the picture chosen to represent the game made it look like crap. To my relief it was about
as good as the first one. If you enjoyed "Dreamscapes: The Sandman", chances are you will enjoy "Dreamscapes: Nightmare's
Heir" too.
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